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l Neutrino oscillations established a coherent picture with νe,νµ,ντ mixing, with 
small mass differences. There are however a number of “anomalies”  which, if 
confirmed, could hint at additional 4th non-standard sterile ν driving 
oscillations at small distance with Δm2

new~1 eV2: 
  

Persisting anomalies in the neutrino sector  

Ø observation of νe excess  (1) from νµ in  
LSND (3.8 σ  effect) and  MiniBooNE    
experiments at accelerators; 

Ø anti-νe signal  (2) from near-by nuclear 
reactors where observed to predicted 
event rate is R=0.938±0.023 

Ø Data (3) from Mega-Curie k-capture 
calibration sources in solar νe 
experiments: R=0.86±0.05;  

l Cosmological observations (CMB, LLS and Lyman-α forest), appear to favour 3 
massless + 1 massive sterile ν with ms< 0.26 eV (0.44 eV) at 95 % (99.9 %) CL 
ruling out the sterile neutrino hypothesis as explanation of LSND anomaly.  

l If LSND notwithstanding is confirmed experimentally, cosmological data will 
have been proven wrong calling for a re-examine of this entire framework! 



l ICARUS T600 (0.47 kt LAr 
active mass) is the first large-
scale LAr TPC, proving the full 
maturity of the technique. 

l It concluded in 2013 a very 
successful 3-years run with CNGS 
ν beam collecting  8.6 x 1019pot 
event stat with  a detector live 
time > 93%.  

l At the same time ICARUS 
recorded cosmics for a total 0.73 
kty exposure .  

l Electron lifetime was always >7ms  
(attenuation <12% on whole drift). 
Crucial result for future larger 
TPCs like DUNE (drift ~5m) 

ICARUS T600 in underground installation at INFN LNGS
LN2 
vessels 

readout electronics 
T300 T300 

cryogenics 
(behind) 

New pump: 
15ms 



Ø  Low energy electrons:  
   σ(E)/E = 11%/√E(MeV)

+2% 
Ø Electromagnetic showers:   
σ(E)/E = 3%/√E(GeV) 

Ø Hadron shower (pure LAr): 
σ(E)/E ≈ 30%/√E(GeV)    

 dE/dx (MeV/cm) vs. 
residual range (cm) for 
protons,π,µ compared 
to Bethe-Bloch  curves 

l Tracking device: precise ~mm3 resolution, 3D  
event topology, accurate ionization measurement; 

l Global calorimeter: total energy reconstruction    
by charge integration - excellent accuracy for 
contained events;  momentum of non contained µ 
determined via Multiple Coulomb Scattering   Δp/
p ~15%  in  0.4-4 GeV/c range; 

l Measurement of local energy deposition dE/dx:    
e/γ  remarkable separation (0.02 Χ0 sampling,    
Χ0= 14 cm,  particle id. by dE/dx vs range): 

  

 

ICARUS LAr-TPC performance 

dE/dx  distrib. 
for real and 
MC µs from 
CNGS events 

EDEP   distrib. for 
CNGS events 
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● Multiple Coulomb Scattering (MCS) is the only way      
to measure momentum of non-contained µs  

● Algorithm validated on ~400 stopping µs  produced         
in CNGS νµCC interactions upstream of T600 and     
stopping/ decaying inside the detector. 

● Good agreement between pMCS and calorimetric 
measurements pCAL in 1-5 GeV momentum range 
interesting for future SBL/LBL experiments; 

● Resolution depends both on momentum and effective 
muon track length used for measurement,                 
ΔpMCS/pMCS ~15% has been measured on average. 

Measurement of muon momentum via multiple scattering

● pMCS underestimation for p >3.5 GeV/c for 
tracks close to cathode was observed; 

● The effect is due to up to ~3 cm cathode 
non-planarity, as measured with a laser-
meter during T600 overhauling at CERN. pMCS/pCAL as function of pCAL 

d>1m 
0.5<d<1m 
d<0.5m 



● ~1% variation of the  
nominal 500 V/cm 
electric drift field 
results in a few mm 
distortion of the 
reconstructed drift 
coordinate mimicking  
a larger MCS effect 
and a lower momentum; 

      

 

Measurement of muon momentum via multiple scattering

● A full 3D electric field simulation within Comsol, using cathode distortion map 
as input, allowed to compute the δy drift coordinate distortion (vD ~ Ey

½) along the 
drift path, resulting in an pMCS  underestimation up to ~10%. 

Real data analysis is ongoing 

δy at 30cm from cathode 
(75cm height) 

Stopping muon MC  
with cathode distortion  

Deviation 
from nominal 
potential at 
various 
distances 
from cathode: 

d>1m 
0.5<d<1m 
d<0.5m 



θ	  

Ek = 685 ± 25 MeV 

Ek = 102 ± 10 MeV 

Collec&on	  

mπo = 127 ± 19 MeV/c² 
θ = 28.0 ± 2.5º 

pπo = 912 ± 26 MeV/c 
π0	  reconstruc,on:	  

Unique feature of ICARUS: e/γ separation, π0 reconstruction 

Collection 

Induction2 

π0 

Conversion distances 
6.9 cm,  2.3 cm 

1	  m.i.p.	  

2	  m.i.p.	  

Mγγ:133.8±4.4±4 MeV/c2 

Crucial for NC rejection in 
νe-physics 

Three “handles” to separate e/γ :
•  invariant mass of π0

•  dE/dx: single vs. double m.i.p. 
•  photon conversion separated  from 

primary vertex 



Towards automatic neutrino search: atmospheric ν   

8 

l  Cosmic events are filtered by an automatic algorithm, selecting multi-prong 
interaction vertex topologies (≥ 2 charged particles, ~30 % of νCC) . New 
higher-efficiency algorithm is under validation 

l  The number of candidate atmospheric neutrino events to be scanned is 
drastically reduced by a factor ~200; 

l  12 atm. ν candidates (3 µ-like, 2 e-like) have been identified so far in 25% of 
collected statistics (10±2 multi-prong events are expected). 

Example of identified νe event: 
l  QE event with Edep~2.1 GeV (SBN energy range) 
l  Electron identified by single MIP  
l  Proton with E~115 MeV 

1 m.i.p. 2 m.i.p. 



l  The evolution of the actual dE/dx from a single track to an e.m. shower 
for the electron shower is clearly apparent from individual wires.  

  

Single M.I.P 

● The unique detection properties of LAr-TPC technique allow to identify 
unambiguously individual e-events with high efficiency. 

  

CNGS νe CC identification in ICARUS LAr-TPC 



l ICARUS searched for νe excess related to L/Eν~1 m/MeV LSND anomaly  on 
CNGS νµ beam  (~1% intrinsic νe) in 10-30 GeV Eν  range at 732 km distance; 

l At CNGS L/E~36.5m/MeV: LSND-like oscillation signal averages to 
sin2(1.27Δm2

new L /E) ~1/2.Compared to MINOS and T2K, ICARUS operates in a 
L/Eν range where contributions from standard oscillations not yet too relevant.   

Search for anomalous LSND νe events in CNGS 

l No excess observed in the 7.93 x 1019 pot sample:  
7νe events compared to 8.5±1.1 expected in absence 
of LSND-like effect providing the 90%CL limit 
P(νµ→νe) ≤  3.86 x 10-3. The 2650 recorded ν 
events allow searching for possible oscillations also 
in disappearance, provided the initial ν flux at 
CERN from the associated µ measurements. 

l ICARUS restricts allowed parameter values to a 
narrow region at Δm2 ~0.5 eV2, sin22θ ~0.005   
where all results can  be accommodated at 90% C.L.  

   (a similar limit is also published by OPERA) 
Need for a definitive experiment on sterile 

νs to clarify all the reported anomalies 
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SBND 

ICARUS T600 

MicroBooNE 

SBN 0.8 GeV ν  FNAL Booster: 3 LAr-TPCs  
as definitive answer to sterile neutrino puzzle

NuMi 
Line 

T600 - shallow depth- will be protected 
from cosmic neutrals by 3 m  overburden. 



SBN Sterile neutrino search at FNAL Booster ν beamline

Slide: 12

l The experiment will exploit 3 LAr-TPCs exposed to ~0.8 GeV FNAL Booster 
neutrino beam  at different distances from target:   SBND (82 t active mass), 
MicroBooNE  (89 t) and ICARUS  (476 t) at 100, 470, an 600 m; 

l The SBN is expected to definitely clarify LSND/MiniBooNE, Gallex, reactor 
and  radioactive source and anomalies by precisely/independently measuring 
both νe appearance and νµ disappearance, mutually related through 

l  In absence of “anomalies” the 3 detector signals should be a close copy of each 
other for all experimental signatures. A disappearance signal of <1% intrinsic νe 
(if confirmed by reactors) may result in a reducing the superimposed LSND νe 
signal: the two effects can be disentangled by changing horn/decay tunnel 
length to modify the ν spectum;  

l During SBN operations, ICARUS will also collect ~2GeV neutrinos from NUMI 
Off-Axis beam. This will be an asset for DUNE-LBNF long-baseline project: 
Ø Accurate determination of cross-sections in LAr; 
Ø Study of all CC/NC channels to realize algorithms improving ν identification. 

( ) ( ) ( )exxe ϑϑϑ µµ 2sin2sin
4
12sin 222 ≤
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The LSND 99%CL region is covered at ~5σ  

l  Expected sensitivity of νµ -> νe oscillations 
for 3 years - 6.6 1020 pot BNB positive 
focusing exposure. 

Example for 
sin2(2θ)=0.013 
Δm2=0.43 eV2 

νµ → νe appearance sensitivity 
SBND at 100m 

T600 at 600m 



                 

Δm2 = 0.44 eV2  Sin22θ = 0.1

νµ disappearance sensitivity
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l νµ disappearance limited to 0.2-0.4 GeV 
lowest ν energy bins for Δm2 < 0.5 eV2 

l To amplify the effect a ICARUS T300 
module may be moved at a later stage  
to 1.5 km distance from target. 

 

l High event rate/correlation beetwen the    
3 LAr-TPCs allows  extending sensitivity by   
one order of magnitude beyond present limit  

 

 

Δm2 = 1.1 eV2  Sin22θ = 0.1



ICARUS/WA104 at CERN: overhauling of the T600
● T600 detector has been moved to CERN for overhauling in the framework of 

CERN Neutrino Platform for LAr-TPC development for short/long baseline 
neutrino experiments 

● The activities are progressing, introducing technology developments          
while maintaining the already achieved performance: 
Ø New cold vessels,  with a purely passive insulation;  
Ø Renovated cryogenics/LAr purification equipment; 
Ø Refurbishing of cathode, reducing non-planarity to a few mm; 

Slide#  : 16 

● The detector is expected to be transferred to FNAL before end 2016 for 
installation, commissioning and start of data taking with ν beam 

Ø Upgrade of the light collection system:  360 8’’ PMTs 
behind the wire planes (~5 % photo-cathode coverage) 
to precisely localize the collected events in ~ 1.5 ms 
window; a fast response - high time resolution, ~1 ns 
precision, is required to exploit the 2ns/19ns bunched 
beam structure for the rejection of cosmics. 

Ø New faster, higher performance read-out electronics 
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128 induction wires (325 mm) 

A new, higher-performance, compact design read-out electronics
● One 12 bits ADCs per channel in place of multiplexed (8x) 10 bit ADCs.  
● 400 ns sampling synchronous for the whole detector, improving f.i. the 

muon momentum measurement by MCS Δp/p to 12%  

From 595 
 to 10 liters 
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● The digital part is contained in a single high  
performance FPGA in each board, handling 
signal filtering and related ADC.  

● Both analogue/digital electronics hosted 
directly on the flange feed-throughs. 
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Collection signal (on a single wire) 

Induction signal (on a single wire) 

Drift time (180 µs, 4µs/#)



Conclusions 

● The ICARUS-T600 3-years run at LNGS proved the maturity of the      
LAr-TPC detection technology, and represents a milestone towards larger 
future experiments; 

● 20 years after LSND, the sterile neutrino puzzle remains open: the 
ICARUS search for νe appearance in CNGS events provided new 
constraints, indicating a narrow parameter region where all existing 
experimental results  are in agreement.  

● The ICARUS-T600 detector is being refurbished at CERN in view of the 
SBN experiment, in preparation at FNAL, that will soon provide a definitive 
answer on sterile neutrinos.  

● 3 LAr-TPCs (SBND, MicroBooNE and ICARUS-T600) will perform both 
appearance and disappearance measurements in the Booster neutrino beam.  

● ICARUS will also record off-axis neutrinos from the NuMI beam, providing 
a valuable input for the future DUNE-LBNF long baseline project. 



Backup: 
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l Neutrino masses and oscillations represent today a main experimental 
evidence of physics beyond SM. Being the only elementary fermions 
whose basic properties are still largely unknown, νs are naturally one of 
the main priorities to complete our knowledge of SM.  

  

The high energy frontier 

νs :the most abundant  
massive particles in the 
Universe-  336 ν/cm3 

l The incredible smallness of ν masses compared to other elementary 
fermions points to some specific scenario awaiting to be elucidated.  



l As an alternative, Liquid Argon Imaging 
technology LAr-TPC, effectively an electronic 
bubble-chamber, was originally proposed by  
C. Rubbia in 1977 [CERN-EP/77-08].  

l With the continuing efforts of ICARUS Coll. 
and INFN support,  LAr-TPC technology has 
been taken to full maturity with theT600 
detector, 0.76 Kt mass ultrapure liquid argon 
installed in Gran Sasso INFN Lab. 

l Cherenkov radiation detection has been so-far one of key choices for 
exploring νs with Kt mass water/ice detectors. Unfortunately these 
detectors don’t permit to identify unambiguously each ionizing track     
of complex events produced by νs 

The remarkable evolution of ν- experiments: the LAr-TPC 

ICARUS T600 is also a technological milestone towards future 
larger LAr-TPCs, tens of kt as the DUNE project in US. 

Cathode: EDRIFT = 0.5 kV/cm 

3 readout wire arrays 
0, +/- 600, 3mm pitch 

E E 

1.5m drift  

3-Dimensional images 
Time from scintillation light 

PMT array 



Other CNGS  νe interactions

Scheme of 3D reconstruction  

Collection 
 

Run 11319 Event 2862: 

Double M.I.P 
Single M.I.P 

Run 11731 Event 4278: 

Figure 12. Experimental picture of the Collection view (top) and of the Induction views (bottom) for the
electron neutrino in run 11731 event 4278 [1].
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Collection 
 

Zoomed Induction 2 
 

Collection 
 



A second atmospheric νe CC event: low energy 

35 cm 

Downward-going, quasi elastic event: deposited energy: 240 MeV!  
l  dE/dx measured on first wires  (2.1 MeV/cm) corresponds        

to a m.i.p. particle  
l  One short proton track recognized . 
l  Automatic search for νeCC in sub GeV range is feasible too 

Atmospheric neutrinos cover the energy 
range of BNB neutrinos at FNAL !  



l At shallow depth ~12 cosmic µs will occur in T600 in 1 ms drift window readout 
at each triggering event: reconstructing track positions along the drift requires 
to associate to each element of TPC image the proper timing w.r.t. trigger.  

l Moreover, γ’s associated with cosmic µ’s represent a serious background for the 
νe appearance search since electrons generated in LAr via Compton scattering/ 
pair production can mimic a νe CC genuine signal. 

       
 
 
     

Facing a new situation: the LAr-TPC near the surface 

l A large 4π Cosmic Rays Tagger of plastic scintillators surronding the LAr 
volume, combined with timing information from internal scintillation light 
detectors, will unambiguously identify all cosmics entering the detector. 

l Automatic tools to efficiently select, identify and reconstruct ν interactions 
among the millions events triggered by cosmics (to be compared with ~ 3000 ν  
events collected at CNGS run)  are mandatory! 

Cosmic µs     
+ low energy 
CNGS ν event 
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New Al cold vessels and new purely passive insulation
Dedicated tool for 
assembly of stiffening of 
frames at CERN. 

Main 
assembly 
structure 

Roof pre-assembly 

●  Purely passive insulation with membrane for LNG transport ships. 
Expected heat loss through insulation: ≈ 6.6 kW (10-15 W/m2). 


